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Quasistatic contact-rich manipulation via
linear complementarity quadratic programming
Sotaro Katayama†,1 , Tatsunori Taniai2 , and Kazutoshi Tanaka2
Abstract— Contact-rich manipulation is challenging due to
dynamically-changing physical constraints by the contact mode
changes undergone during manipulation. This paper proposes
a versatile local planning and control framework for contactrich manipulation that determines the continuous control action
under variable contact modes online. We model the physical characteristics of contact-rich manipulation by quasistatic
dynamics and complementarity constraints. We then propose
a linear complementarity quadratic program (LCQP) to efficiently determine the control action that implicitly includes
the decisions on the contact modes under these constraints.
In the LCQP, we relax the complementarity constraints to
alleviate ill-conditioned problems that are typically caused by
measure noises or model miss-matches. We conduct dynamical
simulations on a 3D physical simulator and demonstrate that
the proposed method can achieve various contact-rich manipulation tasks by determining the control action including
the contact modes in real-time. Code is available at https:
//omron-sinicx.github.io/lcqp/.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Leveraging contacts is a key feature toward human-like
versatile and dexterous robotic manipulation. For example, humans can often perform manipulation even without
grasping, by utilizing the contacts between objects and the
environment. Recent studies attempt to achieve such manipulation with robots [1], [2], [3], [4], [5]. Fig. 1 shows an
example of such manipulation, in which a gripper pivots and
stands up a box by utilizing contacts between the box and the
environment without grasping. We refer to such manipulation
leveraging various contacts as contact-rich manipulation in
this paper.
Contact-rich manipulation involves many possible discrete
states (contact modes) as well as the continuous states
(position, velocity, and force) depending on each other. Such
dynamical systems, called hybrid systems [6], make the existing planning and control approaches complicated [7]. This
problem is particularly difficult in a dynamic environment, in
which the precomputation results of the planning and control
laws are difficult to deploy accurately and safely on real
robots. Therefore, real-time decision making including the
contact modes is necessary for manipulation problems in a
dynamic environment. Meanwhile, hybrid systems may be
controlled via heuristic rules (e.g., if-then-else) to switch
between mode-specific controllers (Fig. 1, top). However,
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Fig. 1.
The proposed linear complementarity quadratic programming
(LCQP) framework for contact-rich manipulation. The upper figure shows
an existing framework for contact-rich manipulation that requires a precomputed or heuristic contact mode sequence. The lower figure shows the
proposed LCQP framework, which plans the control action and simultaneously infers the contact modes online in a principled fashion using the
contact-force complementarity.

it is preferred to avoid such rule-based methods because
they lack versatility and potentially result in unreasonable,
conservative, or infeasible solutions.
Generally, gradient-based planning methods, such as trajectory optimization (TO) and model predictive control
(MPC), can systematically incorporate the physical reasoning
about dynamical systems as constraints and are widely used
for manipulation planning when decision-making on contact
modes is unnecessary [8], [9], [10], [11]. However, once the
contact modes are included in the decision variables, application of gradient-based methods becomes difficult because
the gradients are not defined at the mode switching instants
(e.g., when making and breaking contacts). For this issue,
existing studies on contact-rich planning have proposed to
use mixed integer programming (MIP) [12], contact implicit
trajectory optimization (CITO) [13], [14], [2], or samplingbased planning [5]. However, these techniques are limited to
offline planning due to their heavy computational complexities. Similar computational load issues exist in stabilizing
controllers for contact-rich manipulation tasks [2], [15].
In this study, we aim to develop a planning method for
contact-rich manipulation that allows real-time execution
with online reasoning about contact modes. Our key idea,
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highlighted in Fig. 1, is to utilize complementarity constraints
to formulate the physical characteristics of the contacts in
a principle fashion. The complementarity constraint on two
scalar variables, a and b, is expressed as
0 ≤ a ⊥ b ≥ 0,

(1)

denoting that a, b satisfy a, b ≥ 0 and ab = 0. In Fig. 1,
the distance between the gripper and the box, ϕ(q), and
the contact force between them, λ, are complementary with
each other during manipulation, as a physical constraint.
With complementarity constraints, we can express discrete
contact statuses of a hybrid system without explicitly enumerating them as in MIP, thereby reducing computational
burdens. The complementarity constraint is used in physical
simulations [16], [17], [18], [19], [20] and has been applied
for planning [14], [2], [21]. While the existing planners
using complementarity constraints still involve large computational complexities, we formulate the planning and control
problem as a tractable quadratic program (QP) with linear
complementarity constraints, called linear complementarity
quadratic program (LCQP) [22]. The proposed method,
named LCQP controller, is derived via a quasistatic model,
which can reduce the problem complexity while maintaining
the ability to handle contact-rich manipulation [18], [19],
[20], [4], [23]. Furthermore, to increase the robustness of the
proposed method in practical situations where the constraints
are violated by the model mismatches or sensor noises, we
adopt relaxed complementarity constraints.
The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows.
1) We formulate the local planning and control of contactrich manipulation problems as an LCQP, which is
affordable for online execution.
2) We address the ill-conditioning of the LCQP in practical situations by relaxing the complementarity constraints.
3) We conduct dynamical simulations on a 3D physical
simulator, PyBullet [24], and demonstrate that the
proposed method can determine continuous control
action while inferring the contact modes online.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces related work on the contact-rich manipulation planning and control. Section III models the quasistatic
manipulation problem using the complementarity constraints.
Section IV proposes the LCQP for the manipulation control
problem. Section V demonstrates the effectiveness of the
proposed LCQP controller through simulations on the 3D
simulator PyBullet. Finally, a brief summary and mention of
future work are presented in Section VI.
II. R ELATED W ORK
A. Contact-rich manipulation planning
Contact-rich manipulation planning involves nondifferentiable constraints due to contacts. The following
three approaches have been studies for this problem.

1) Mixed integer programming: The most straightforward
approach is to incorporate the contact modes explicitly as
integer variables in a MIP [3]. However, the computational
cost of the MIP grows exponentially with respect to the
length of the planning time interval and possible contact
modes. Thus, approximations via learned mode schedules
are necessary for online execution of MPC [12]. While
these MIP-based methods tend to be burdened by explicit
enumeration of the contact modes, the proposed framework
can avoid such enumeration via contact complementarity.
2) Contact implicit trajectory optimization: The second
approach is to model the contacts as complementarity constraints [16], [17] in the trajectory optimization framework.
The planning problem is then formulated as a mathematical
program with complementarity constraints (MPCC), which
is also termed as CITO [13], [14], [2]. However, the MPCC
is inherently ill-conditioned and the numerical solvers often
take a long computational time or fail to find solutions
because it lacks the constraint qualifications [25]. Moreover,
numerical alleviation of the problem often leads to suspicious
stationary points [26]. While the above studies [16], [17]
consider the nonlinear optimization problem with nonlinear
complementarity constraints, the present method considers
a tractable QP with linear complementarity constraints by
simplifying the problem formulation.
3) Sampling-based planning: The third approach first
determines a contact-mode trajectory via sampling-based
methods [27], [5], [4], [28] and then plans or executes the
control actions of the robot while following the modes.
Although this disjoint optimization of contact modes and
actions can improve the computational time and robustness
over plain CITO for particular problems [29], they are still
limited to the off-line computation.
B. Contact-rich manipulation control
Because control of contact-rich manipulation must consider contact forces between objects and the environment
along with actuation forces, its implementation is nontrivial even if optimized contact modes and trajectories are
available. This is especially the case for non-prehensile
manipulation [30], [31], in which a robot largely relies on
such indirect forces to perform manipulation without grasping (i.e., without form closure or force closure [32]). For
example, shared grasping [1] performs certain manipulation
tasks without grasping objects by robot hand. A successful
approach for the shared grasping is hybrid force-velocity
control [23], [33] based on quasistatic manipulation models.
Our LCQP controller also employs a quasistatic model,
and jointly optimizes actuation forces, environmental contact
forces, and other geometric configurations of the robot and
objects to be taken at a next time step. We use these
optimized estimates to implement a simple PD-based joint
controller, as we will explain in Sections IV-C.2 and V-A.
For more advanced contact-rich manipulation, some studies further assume acceleration-level dynamics models [2],
[3]. However, these models generally require heavy offline
computations such as CITO [2] and MIP [3] to construct
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Fig. 2. An example of quasistatic formulation where the total dynamical
system is composed of a parallel gripper (actuated system) and a box
(underactuated system). Black dots represent candidates of the contact
points. The contact complementarity constraints between each contact point
candidate and nearby surfaces (straight lines) are considered.

controllers as well as trajectories. As discussed in Section I,
such offline computations lack versatility when applied in a
dynamic environment.
In this paper, we focus on online planning under variable
contact modes rather than achieving complicated motion control via acceleration-level dynamics. Extending the proposed
framework to deal with these control issues is future work.
III. C OMPLEMENTARITY F ORMULATION OF
Q UASISTATIC ROBOTIC M ANIPULATION
Before presenting the proposed LCQP, let us introduce
the physical constraints of contact-rich manipulation problems, namely, a quasistatic dynamical model and the contact
complementarity, that are used in the method. The former describes the time evolution law of manipulation processes that
the method needs to follow. The latter further enforces the
manipulation planning to meet the physical characteristics of
the contact forces. For notational simplicity, we here focus
on planar motion problems. However, it is easy to extend
the present method to a three-dimensional formulation by
approximating the friction cone using polyhedral [17].
A. Quasistatic assumption
We model the actuated systems (i.e., robots or grippers)
and the underactuated systems (i.e., objects to be manipulated) as a quasistatic dynamical model, in which the velocity
and acceleration are sufficiently small. This model can make
the problem formulation simple while being sufficiently
accurate for certain contact-rich problems [17], [18], [19],
[20]. Let Na be the total degree of freedom (DOF) of the
actuated systems and Nu be that of the underactuated systems. We denote the stack of the configurations (generalized
coordinates) of the actuated and underactuated systems as
qa ∈ RNa and qu ∈ RNu , respectively. Fig. 2 depicts an
example of this formulation with a parallel gripper as the
actuated system and a box as the underactuated system. The
state of the total dynamical system q is composed of the
configurations of all the systems, i.e., q = [qaT quT ]T . With
the generalized velocity v = [vaT vuT ]T , the discrete-time
expansion of the quasistatic model is expressed as
qt+1 = qt + hvt ,

(2)

where the subscripts t and t + 1 denote the time steps of q
and v, and h > 0 denotes the time elapsed from t to t + 1.
Here, h is assumed to be sufficiently small.

Next, we introduce the force and moment balance on
objects to incorporate the Newtonian dynamics under the
quasistatic assumption into the proposed LCQP. To do so,
we first formulate the contact force based on the contact
between a point and a surface. As illustrated in Fig. 2, we
consider corners of the objects and those of the parallel
gripper as possible contact points (black dots) and evaluate
their contacts with nearby surfaces (straight lines). We call
each of such point-surface pairs a “contact candidate.” Each
contact candidate i is associated with a contact force λt,i =
[λfi , λni ]T ∈ R2 at each time t, where λfi , λni ∈ R
represent its tangential contact force and normal contact
force, respectively. Note that other kinds of contacts such as
rolling contacts can also be formulated as complementarity
constraints. As such, we can consider other types of shapes
than boxes, e.g., disks.
To derive the force and moment balance for each underactuated object o, we further introduce Co to denote
a set of contact candidates associated with an object o.
Each candidate i ∈ Co (i.e., a point and plane pair) is
associated with the rotation matrix of the contact plane,
Ri (qt ) ∈ R2×2 , as well as the relative position of the contact
point from the center of mass of the object o expressed
in the world coordinates, [ro,i,x (qt ) ro,i,y (qt )]T . Under the
quasistatic assumption (i.e., the velocity and acceleration
being sufficiently small), the Newton’s second law for each
underactuated object o at time t reduces to the force and
moment balance:

X
Ri (qt )λt,i
bo (qt , {λt,i }i∈Co ) :=
+ Fo = 0,
T
r̃o,i
(qt )Ri (qt )λt,i
i∈Co

(3)
where r̃o,i (qt ) := [−ro,i,y (qt ) ro,i,x (qt )]T ∈ R2 . Here,
Eq. (3) in its first and second dimensions represents the total
force, expressed in the world coordinates, that are applied
on the object o. Likewise, Eq. (3) in the third dimension
represents the total moment. The forces and moments in
the bracket represent the contact forces on the object, while
Fo ∈ R3 represents the sums of the temporally constant
forces and moments such as the gravity.
B. Contact complementarity
We utilize the contact complementarity to describe the
characteristics of the contact force λt,i : for each contact
candidate i, (a) the normal force λfi is positive only when
the distance between the contact point and surface is zero
(see Fig. 1), and (b) the contact force λt,i must lie within
a friction cone defined by Coulomb’s friction coefficient
(see Fig. 3). For (a), we introduce ϕi (qt ) ∈ R as the
distance between the contact point and contact surface of
the contact candidate i at time t. For (b), we also introduce
ψi (qt , vt ) ∈ R as the tangential velocity of the contact point
expressed in the local coordinate of the contact surface at
time t. Furthermore, in order to express the characteristic
(b) as linear complementarity constraints [16], [17], we
decompose the tangential contact force λfi into the two nonnegative tangential contact forces in the positive and negative
directions, λfi + , λfi − ∈ R+ , as λfi = λfi + − λfi − .
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The contact complementarity constraints for the i-th contact candidate are then expressed as [16], [17]:
0 ≤ λni ⊥ ϕi (qt ) ≥ 0,

(4a)

0 ≤ λfi + ⊥ γi + ψi (qt , vt ) ≥ 0,

(4b)

0 ≤ λfi − ⊥ γi − ψi (qt , vt ) ≥ 0,

(4c)

0 ≤ γi ⊥ µi λni − λfi + − λfi − ≥ 0,

(4d)

where µi > 0 is the friction coefficient of the i-th contact
candidate and γi ∈ R is an auxiliary variable. γi is treated
as an optimization varible in the LCQP and typically takes
the magnitude of the tangential contact velocity |ψi (qt , vt )|.
Here, Eq. (4a) corresponds to the above characteristic (a),
while Eqs. (4b)–(4d) correspond to (b). Particularly, Eqs. (4b)
and (4c) ensure that either λf + or λf − is zero when
ψi (qt , vt ) is non-zero. This is because either γi + ψi (qt , vt )
or γi − ψi (qt , vt ) is non-zero when ψi (qt , vt ) is non-zero.
This relation also derives a property of friction forces that
the tangential velocity ψi (qt , vt ) is opposite in sign to the
force λfi = λfi + − λfi − . Finally, Eq. (4d) ensures that the
contact force λt,i sticks to the friction cone if the tangential
velocity is non-zero (see Fig. 3, left and right).
Note that when the proposed method is applied to the case
of 3D motions, a pair of (4b) and (4c) is introduced for each
diagonal of the polyhedral cone [17].
IV. Q UASISTATIC M ANIPULATION C ONTROL VIA L INEAR
C OMPLEMENTARITY Q UADRATIC P ROGRAMS
In this section, we formulate the LCQP controller. Our
goal with the LCQP controller is finding the position and
force commands for the actuated systems to achieve given
tasks while satisfying the physical constraints derived in the
previous section. To this end, let us define λt as the stack
of [λfi + , λfi − , λni ]T ∈ R3 for all contact candidates i, and
introduce an objective function to be minimized with respect
to qt+1 and λt+1 satisfying the physical constrains (2)–(4d):
1
(g(qt+1 ) − gref )T Qg (g(qt+1 ) − gref )
2
1
1
+ vtT Qv vt + λT
Qf λt+1 ,
(5)
2
2 t+1
where g(q) is a general differentiable function mapping a
state q into a task space such as positions and orientations
of objects, gref denotes their goal values, and Qg , Qv ,
and Qf are given positive definite weight matrices. Here,
Qg represents priorities of tasks, and Qv and Qf are
regularization terms.
In the LCQP controller described below, we optimize
this constrained nonlinear objective function analogously to
gradient descent. By making a descent step for Eq. (5), we
plan and execute a control action in a manipulation process.
Each descent step is computed by solving a linearized
objective function, resulting in the desired position and force
commands, qt+1 and λt+1 , for the next time step. We expect
that iterating between solving a linearized objective and
executing a command through a manipulation process will
eventually reach a goal state q ∗ as the minimizer of Eq. (5).

> 0, + > 0, − = 0
, ̇ < 0, > 0,
− +− −=0

> 0, + > 0, − = 0
, ̇ = 0, = 0,
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Fig. 3. Illustration of the contact complementarity constraints associated
with the tangential direction of the contact surface. The contact between a
corner of a box (black dots) and the ground is shown. Blue dashed lines are
tangential velocities. Red solid lines are contact forces. Gray regions show
the friction cones.

A. Problem linearization
To derive a tractable problem to be solved at each time
step, we define a QP with respect to ∆qt and ∆λt that are
defined from qt+1 = qt + ∆qt and λt+1 = λt + ∆λt . When
∆qt and ∆λt are sufficiently small, the objective function
(5) is approximated by a quadratic function of ∆qt and ∆λt :
1
(gt + Gt ∆qt − gref )T Qg (gt + Gt ∆qt − gref )
2
1
1
+ ∆qtT Q∆q ∆qt + (λt + ∆λt )T Qf (λt + ∆λt ), (6)
2
2
where we define gt := g(qt ), Gt := ∂g
∂q g(qt ), and Q∆q :=
1
Q
,
respectively.
Here,
the
constraint
of the quasistatic
2
v
h
time evolution (2), i.e., ∆qt = hvt , is incorporated into
Eq. (6). The other physical constraints (3)–(4d) are further
linearized below to derive a tractable LCQP formulation.
1) Contact complementarity constraints: The contact
complementarity constriants (4a)–(4d) with respect to qt+1 ,
λni , λfi + , and λfi − are approximated by linear complementrity constraints with respect to ∆qt , ∆λni , ∆λfi + , and
∆λfi − as:
0 ≤ λni + ∆λni ⊥ ϕi (qt ) + Φi,q (qt )∆qt ≥ 0,

(7a)

0 ≤ λfi + + ∆λfi + ⊥ γi + ψi (qt , vt ) + Ψi,v (qt , vt )∆qt ≥ 0,
(7b)
0 ≤ λfi − + ∆λfi + ⊥ γi − ψi (qt , vt ) − Ψi,v (qt , vt )∆qt ≥ 0,
(7c)
and
0 ≤ γi ⊥µi (λni + ∆λni )
− λfi + − ∆λfi + − λfi − − ∆λfi − ≥ 0,

(7d)

∂ψ
where Φi,q (q) := ∂ϕ
∂q (q) and Ψi,v (q, v) := ∂v (q, v). Note
t
that when solving the LCQP, vt = ∆q
h = 0 is substituted in
Eqs. (7a)–(7d) due to the quasistatic assumption.
2) Force and moment balance: The constraint of the force
and moment balance (3) is linearized as

b(qt , {λt,j }) +
+

∂b
(qt , {λt,i }i∈C0 )∆qt
∂qt

X ∂b
(qt , {λt,i }i∈C0 )∆λt,i = 0
∂λt,i

i∈C0

and imposed in the LCQP as an equality constraint.

(8)

LCQP Formulation
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Tasks (e.g., reference poses)

B. Relaxing contact complementarity constraints
The complementarity constraints (7a)–(7c) can cause numerical issues. First, solutions satisfying the complementarity constraints (7a)–(7c) may not exist because the measured
states can have unrealistic penetrations of objects due to
sensor noises or model miss-matches (e.g., modeling errors
in the shapes of objects or deformations of the objects). By
this issue, the solver may fail to find a solution. Second,
the complementarity constraints (7a)–(7d) often prevent the
actuated objects from contacting with the objects in the real
system. For example, even when the LCQP solver computes
a non-zero normal contact force command, the real position
of the contact point may slightly deviate from the surface.
To solve these issues, we need to allow small penetrations
of objects in numerical computations to ensure physical
contacts of objects in the real system.
To this end, we relax the complementarity constraints
(7a)–(7d) by introducing a slack variable si as
0 ≤ λni +∆λni +si ⊥ ϕi (qt )+Φq,i (qt )∆qt +si ≥ 0, (9a)
0 ≤ λfi + + ∆λfi + + si
⊥ γi + ψi (qt , vt ) + Ψv,i (qt , vt )∆qt + si ≥ 0, (9b)
0 ≤ λfi − + ∆λfi + + si
⊥ γi − ψi (qt , vt ) − Ψv,i (qt , vt )∆qt + si ≥ 0, (9c)
and
0 ≤ γi + si ⊥ µi (λni + ∆λni ) − λfi + − ∆λfi +
− λfi − − ∆λfi − + si ≥ 0.

(9d)

We then add pi s2i to the objective function (6), where pi is
a sufficiently large positive penalty parameter.
Note that in the context of quasistatic time-stepping
simulations [18], [19], [20], similar problems associated
with numerical errors are reported. These errors can cause
numerical ill-conditioning for our LCQP, even in the absence
of the aforementioned issues such as model inaccuracy. The
proposed relaxation is effective to alleviate this issue too.
C. Linear complementarity quadratic program (LCQP)
1) Summary of the LCQP: We herein summarize the
LCQP formulation for the quasistatic contact-rich manipulation control. Let st be the stack of γi and si for all contact
candidates i. The LCQP is given as
min

1

∆qt ,λt+1 ,st 2

(gt + Gt ∆qt − gref )T Qg (gt + Gt ∆qt − gref )

1
+ ∆qtT Q∆qt ∆qt
2
X
1
+ (λt + ∆λt )T Qf (λt + ∆λt ) +
pi s2i
2
i
s.t. (8) − (9d).

(10)

It is worth noting that the LCQP can be solved efficiently
and reliably thanks to the recent advances in solution algorithms [34]. Also note that we can additionally introduce

• Joint poses
• End-effector pose
• Object (box) pose
3D simulation environment

Planar LCQP
Joint controller

Joint action

• Planar end-effector pose
• Contact force

Fig. 4. The closed-loop control framework of the proposed method with
the 3D simulation environment. Inputs and outputs of each workflow step
are summarized.

other equality and inequality constraints than the force and
moment balance (8) such as upper and lower bounds for the
optimization variables (see Section V-A for details).
2) Joint controller to track the LCQP solution: By solving
the LCQP in Eq. (10), we obtain ∆qt and ∆λt and thus
obtain the desired position and contact forces of the actuated
system (e.g., a gripper) at the next time step as qt+1 =
qt + ∆qt and λt+1 = λt + ∆λt . Here, we implement a
joint controller of the robot manipulator composed of: 1) a
feedforward torque composed by gravity compensation and
2) a PD feedback controller for the joint position and/or the
end-effector pose of a robot manipulator. In 2), we convert
the force command from the LCQP solution into position
1
λt+1 ,
command of the end-effector as q̃t+1 = qt+1 − K
where K > 0 is a user-defined gain. This conversion can be
expected to mitigate an issue that the robot cannot exactly
execute the force command computed by LCQP in practice.
Fig. 4 illustrates the LCQP and joint controller with their
inputs and outputs in the closed-loop control framework,
which are used later in the dynamical simulation studies.
3) Possible limiations of the proposed LCQP controller:
We here discuss the possible limitations of the proposed
method. First, the proposed method is limited to quasistatic
motions. To achieve more dynamic motions, acceleration
must be included in the LCQP formulation instead of the
force and moment balance (8) [3], [28]. Second, the proposed
method only predicts a 2D state one step ahead and can be
limited to moderately simple 2D cases. More complicated
tasks require multi-step nonlinear prediction (i.e., MPC) of
3D motions, which is challenging for online execution. Third,
in the control framework of Fig. 4, the joint controller may
not be able to track the LCQP solution depending on tasks.
Possible options to resolve this problem include: enforcing
the orthogonality between the velocity and force [23], [33]
or replacing the gripper model with a manipulator kinematics model. Finally, the proposed method requires accurate
parameters and the geometries of the system, such as the
shapes, mass, and friction coefficients of the objects.
V. DYNAMICAL S IMULATIONS
We demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed LCQP
controller by dynamical simulations on the PyBullet 3D
physics simulator [24], where various contact-rich manipulation tasks were conducted by the Kuka iiwa14 equipped
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Fig. 5. The LCQP configuration for pivoting a box without grasping. The
horizontal and vertical lines are ground and wall, respectively. The black
dots indicate the contact candidates. Thick arrows show the contact forces
and thin arrows show the gravity forces.

with the Schunk WSG50 parallel gripper. The simulations
are to verify that 1) the LCQP controller can handle various
contact-rich tasks, 2) an online LCQP computation is affordable, 3) the relaxation of the complementarity constraints
improves the robustness, and 4) the LCQP controller can
achieve tasks even with the presence of model mismatches
and measurement noises.
A. Implementation details
First, we introduce implementation details of the LCQP
controller used in the 3D dynamical simulations.
1) Additional inequality constraints: We added bound
constraints on the configuration, velocity, and contact forces
t
to the LCQP as qmin < qt + ∆qt < qmax , −vmax < ∆q
h <
vmax , and λt + ∆λt < λmax , where qmin , qmax , vmax and
λ̄i,max are constant bounds. Note that vmax must be small
to keep the quasistatic assumption. In addition, we impose
inequality constraints to avoid unintended collisions.
2) Joint controller: The control loop of the LCQP controller (Fig. 4) is further specified as follows: 1) measure
the 3D states of the gripper and target objects (cubes or
cylinders), 2) construct a 2D LCQP problem by projecting
the 3D states onto a 2D vertical plane, 3) solve the LCQP,
4) compute a reference 3D force and a position for the endeffector from the LCQP solution, and 5) execute the robot
control. In the step 3, we solved the LCQP in Eq. (10) by
using an open-source LCQP solver [34] implementing an
efficient solution algorithm of [22].
B. Non-grasp pivoting of a box
1) Problem and LCQP settings: The first example is
standing up a box by pivoting instead of grasping. The
LCQP problem setting is illustrated in Fig. 5. We considered
the four contact points of the box (shown as black dots
in Fig. 5). Each of these contact points can have contacts
with the ground and wall. Further, we considered a contact
between the tip of the gripper and one side-face of the box.
The total number of the contact candidates was therefore 9.
Each contact candidate can take three states: (a) ϕi > 0 (no
contact), (b) ϕi = 0 and ψi ≤ 0 (sticking or sliding to the
negative direction), and (c) ϕi = 0 and ψi > 0 (sliding to the
positive direction). Therefore, the proposed method selects a
contact mode from 39 possible modes.
We designed the task space g(q) in the object function (5)
as the angles of the gripper and box, i.e., g(q) := [θg θb ]T
(see Fig. 2). The initial and goal values of (θg , θb ) were set
to (0, π2 ) and ( π6 , 0), respectively.

We conducted simulations under i.i.d. Gaussian noises
with zero mean on the object shapes (i.e., modeling errors)
and measurement states. The modeling-error noises were
added to the length of each edge of the box with their
standard deviation being: (the edge length) × (a modelerror scale). Similarly, the measurement noises were added
to the measured positions of the box and the gripper with
the standard deviation being proportional to the object size.
We also evaluated the effectiveness of the relaxation of the
complementarity constraints, by using Eqs. (7a)–(7d) instead
of Eqs. (9a)–(9d) for the LCQP in the simulations.
2) Simulation results: Fig. 6 shows the results of the
3D dynamical simulations using the proposed LCQP controller without modeling and measurement errors. The top
row shows snapshots of the simulated manipulation process
and the second row shows planar LCQP configurations
corresponding to the snapshots. These results show that
the proposed method succeeded in pivoting the box by
leveraging various contacts. The contact state changed three
times over the manipulation process, as annotated as (a),
(b), and (c) in Fig. 6. Specifically, the box was lying on
the ground at the beginning, with its two corners contacting
with the ground (i.e., the state before (a) in Fig. 6). Next,
the gripper approached the box and pushed it, making a
new contact between the gripper and the box (i.e., after the
timing (a)). The gripper further pushed the box until it hit the
wall, making another new contact while breaking an existing
contact from the ground (i.e., after the timing (b)). The robot
then kept the contact state and the force balance, until the
box was finally stood up.
The five plots in Fig. 6 show the time series of contact
complementarities computed for five contact candidates (see
the annotations in Fig. 6) as the solutions of the LCQP. In
each plot, we show two contact complementarities in the top
and bottom. In the top are the contact distance ϕi (q) and
normal contact force λni , either of which should be zero. In
the bottom are the tangential contact velocity ψi (q, v) and
tangential contact force λfi , whose signs should be opposite.
These plots show that the proposed method computed the solution that almost satisfied these contact complementarities.
Meanwhile, the contact complementarities were not satisfied,
e.g., when there are penetrations of objects due to numerical
errors. Nevertheless, the proposed LCQP controller successfully computed the feasible solutions thanks to relaxing the
complementarity constraints.
Table I shows the success rates under different scales of
modeling and measurement errors over 100 trials. It shows
that the proposed method can handle manipulation problems
even under the model miss-matches and state estimation
errors. The LCQP controller without the relaxation never succeeded because of the numerical ill-conditioning in solving
the LCQP due to object penetrations, etc., showing the necessity for the relaxation of the complementarity constraints.
The LCQP solver took 7 ms on average and 20 ms at
maximum. Therefore, the proposed controller achieved realtime computation of the continuous control action (gripper’s
position and force) while implicitly selecting contact modes.
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Fig. 6. 3D dynamical simulation results of non-grasp pivoting of a box leveraging contacts with the environment (the ground and a wall) via the proposed
LCQP controller. The top row shows the snapshots of the simulation in which white circles indicate the active contacts in the planar configuration. The
second top row shows the planar LCQP configurations corresponding to the snapshots. Annotations (a), (b), and (c) indicate the switches of the contact
states, which are only implicitly considered in the proposed LCQP controller. The five plots show the time series of the contact complementarities, for five
contact candidates, computed as the solutions of the proposed LCQP.

TABLE I
S UCCESS RATES OF NON - GRASIP PIVOTING OF A BOX WITH MODEL
ERRORS AND MEASUREMENT NOISES OVER 100 TRIALS
Model err.
Noise
0
10−7
10−5
10−3
0 (without relaxation)

0

10−7

10−5

10−3

1.00
0.99
0.7
0.6
0

0.9
0.78
0.78
0.58
0

0.64
0.75
0.78
0.57
0

0.57
0.59
0.58
0.48
0

C. Various contact-rich manipulation tasks
We further conducted 3D dynamical simulations for various contact-rich manipulation tasks, of which results are
shown in Fig. 7. The first task was non-grasp pivoting of
a cylinder, whose planar LCQP formulation is identical to
that of Sec. V-B. The result thus shows that the LCQP
formulation used in Sec V-B also succeeded in this task. The
second task was to lay down a cylinder without grasping.
The method also succeeded in this reverse action of the
previous examples. The third and fourth tasks were to pivot
or lay down a box with loose grasping. Here, the fourth case
further considers an additional box, which increases contact

candidates. These examples are different from the previous
examples in that they use both fingers of the parallel gripper.
We thus considered additional contact candidates regarding
the two finger tips and the surfaces of fingers, as illustrated
in Fig. 2. Our method succeeded in both tasks. These results
show the versatility of the proposed framework.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
We have proposed a versatile local planning and control
framework for contact-rich manipulation that determines the
continuous control action under the various contact modes
online. We modeled the physical characteristic of contactrich manipulation via quasistatic dynamics and complementarity constraints. We formulated an LCQP with these
constraints so that online execution is affordable. We conducted dynamical simulations on a 3D physical simulator and
demonstrated that the proposed method can achieve various
contact-rich tasks by online computation of the control
actions including contact modes. Meanwhile, improving the
robustness of the proposed method is a part of important
future work. This includes an extension of the current simple
joint controller in Fig. 4 to more sophisticated methods.
Future works also include an extension of the 2D LCQP
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Fig. 7. Snapshots of 3D dynamical simulations of various contact-rich
manipulation via the proposed LCQP controller. First: pivoting a cylinder
by leveraging the contacts with the ground and wall. Second: Pivoting to lay
a cylinder. Third: Pivoting a box by using two fingers of the parallel gripper
without strict grasping. Fourth: Pivoting a box by leveraging contacts with
another box.

formulation to 3D and combination with object pose and
parameters (shapes, mass, etc.) estimation.
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